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Kevin Clark

from THE ECSTASIES OF MARIE CAVANAUGH

      EROS, GOD, AND THE SANTA ANAS OF MARIE CAVANAUGH

                        A late lunch of water and yogurt, then
                        the scalding shower, the sheening lotions 
                        in their pearl golds and cocoas, their purest 
                        whites. Then the laying out of the blouses

                        upon our beds, the five favorite skirts,
                        and upon them the sheerest intimates─
                        O we’d persuade ourselves these were nothing 
                        more than bare suggestions, hardly secrets, 

                        evaporates of the mind. Even now,
                        divorced, widowed, we find ourselves
                        spreading outfits across the fresh duvet,
                        trying on what would be best to take off

                        if the occasion might arrive. And some
                        few surprising weekends it still does. 
                        Back then, it was the warm current swooning 
                        its pressure at our backs. We’d spread our arms

                        and give in to the jet stream, the slightest 
                        angelic voice asking if this next step,
                        next touch, was the best right thing. The distant
                        future always humid with love, even 

                        as we prayed for God’s forgiveness before
                        the evening had begun. Amen. And then 
                        the door bell called like a curtain pulled back.
                        Drenched in white gardenia, we would float down

                       the stairs. Then hover to a stop and look
                        into the face of the boy. To search deep 
                        in his gaze for the lift and swirl, a breath
                        of petals in the garden, children’s swings

                        rocking on tree limbs. His returned gaze might
                        be an opening into our own. If that 
                        muscled twinge dazzled the lower spine like 
                        a call from across the realm, we’d recite
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                        a prayer in the instant before we’d smile. 
                        We were Catholic girls. What did it mean
                        to be good? In the twirl of the evening’s 
                        first dance, the nipples could bloom, the pathways

                        moisten. —Then, as we softened the edges
                        of our risen breath, the angelic voice 
                        tucked its guardian head beneath a wing 
                        to sleep. Outside, under the arched trellis 

                        dripping with star jasmine, older boys might
                        curl a scented hand into their own, then 
                        press their free hand at our backs as if
                        we’d been born for this. Once more the giving 

                        over. And so the collective girlhood 
                        gives over, leaving me 
                                                              alone tonight, 
                        recalling the moments when the body 

                        voyaged into… what? Did the flower vines
                        entwine their magic in my mind’s eye? Did
                        this heat escape from the breathless novels
                        I’d read in my locked bedroom, heroines

                        rescued, grateful? I might still believe in 
                        God’s hand at my back. God’s kiss on the lips
                        of a tourist in the Baja. God’s face 
                        the face of my ex-husband forever

                       mouthing the same figure-eights between 
                        my legs. A trance of breeze and dusk captures 
                        this darkening room like the fine tissue 
                        of a memory holding some lost clue:

                        Were the Santa Anas always this way, 
                        so sexual, so nostalgic? I feel 
                        myself falling again from the quivering 
                        trellis. Am I a girl once more? Lotions

                        line the vanity. Dresses float like clouds
                        from the closet. (Is it only women who sift 
                        fact from myth? I know…) There’s no chjoice
                        but to descend—Oh Dear God—yet again.
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THE ITALIAN LITERATURE PROFESSOR STILL SEARCHING THE FLASH

                                                            ...d’un sogno t’alimenta
                                                            la riviera che infebbra, torba, e scrosia
                                                            Incontro alla marea.
                                                                         —“Delta,” Montale

                                   Every night this dissembling 
                                   into a castigation of dreams 
                                   starts with you: The light of the half-disc sun 
                                   breaks for these few hurried seconds
                                   into a long scintillant triangle
                                   narrowing from horizon to shore

                                   —just as your face flashes so briefly
                                   before vaporizing on the edge 
                                   of memory. Your beauty blears. 
                                   Time quickens; again, you disappear
                                   as you should. These four decades

                                    I’ve held to your failing image 
                                    as a poet holds too long 
                                    to his first influence, mimicking 
                                    the old words in search of a myth
                                    he cannot surprise into radiance. Truth is,

                                    I knew so little of you, even then, 
                                    in that twin-mirrored room in Mexico
                                    where we entered each other—
                                    incoming tide, rain-hastened river. 
                                    This evening, even the shadow 
                                    on the sand behind me mimics cliché:

                                   A bent figure in a pressed suit 
                                    still searching the flash of twilit smiles, 
                                    the perfumed flux of skirts, the legs 
                                    parted with nearly unbearable grace…
                                    A figure seeking one thing only: a secret 
                                    held by all women, and none. For
                                    —who will tell him?—such a thing 
                                    cannot be found but in a fission of two, 

                                    that is, in the marriage we chose
                                    —one tropical morning of our youth 
                                    as we stood at the steps of a bus,  
                                    our hands’ touch atomizing in the other’s—
                                    to defer forever.  
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    _________________________   
                                    Note: 

                                   …in the haze of a dream
                                   fed by the shore as it rages, eddies, roars
                                   against the tide.
                                                   —“Delta,” Montale
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Tim Krcmarik

Americano

What is there to do when you hear
the Immortals turn slowly 
in their marble beds below the Colle Palatino

to watch a portly tourist family
puff heavenward 
in identical silk Hawaiian shirts

and tallyho one another
in the sturdy, snowplow dialect
of central Minnesota

but take another sip 
from your little espresso cup
and savor the unlikely marriage 

of earth and sugar therein? What
but to lean back in one of the spindly
iron chairs under the café’s awning,

letting the sun light your cranium 
and Rome go on 
insisting it is the Eternal City, 

a conjecture so outlandish
what is there to do 
atop the seven hills of Aeneas 

but order an Americano
and massage your pregnant wife’s sore feet
after marching her

from the dust of one civilization
towards the ashes of the next,
letting her pleasure dignify this mutable life

of good acts and pointless virtue
you two crazy kids
are so intent on building together.  
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Michelle Bonczek Evory

Amaryllis, Bending

The crushed berries in the street are footprints. 
The shattered glass beneath barstools, eyes. 
The never-worn wedding dress in Sunday’s paper, 
the soul. Behind our house, the willow swings. See it?
 
The wind is not God’s breath like we once 
taught you. Yet, how perfect the willow’s idea 
of shape, the space between yellow and green, 
see? The tree is a bell tolling home.  

Each of us is a thought, and for every thought 
there is a sound, and word by word, letter by letter, 
you will find yours. The silent sun, even, has found his,
burning the lily white. The lily sounds through 

petals, fragrant, shimmering, a shimmer 
like the pollen you held last summer 
in your soft palm, the Amaryllis 
bending from the bee’s weight, rocking back 

and forth, pendulum, clock, the pollen caught 
like wing-dust in your hand. Remember? 
You were so afraid you had taken something 
that wasn’t yours. Leaning over the sink, scrubbing 

your hands clean, crying. And it wouldn’t rub off. 
Oh how scared you were. Remember what I told you? 
Night always comes, silent and certain. 
And all things that fly sing. And you slept.
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Amy Pickworth

Rollerskating

Here comes the skinny 
teenage junkie again. 
He is pissed. 
The Habitat for Humanity kids, 
the crooked cops are also pissed. 
This is no place to go 
when you’re even 
just a little hung over. 
The lights, the smell
of feet, the throbbing music, 
the smaller people clinging 
to the bigger people until they can cast off 
and fly blindly, 
slamming into the wall,
narrowly missing or adding to the pile-ups
that reveal our bad judgment and bad timing.
There is, however, plenty of laughing. 
Also crying, birthdays, french fries. 

We admire the wobbly old couple 
holding hands and the grace 
of the possibly creepy guy 
who looks a lot like Mr. Natural. 
We are not sure what he hopes 
to accomplish by wearing those satin shorts, 
by making those mysterious gestures.
We try to look away 
but it is difficult because he is, 
like so many fat men, 
a very good skater. 
We also try to turn 
from the girl aglow with fertility 
but that’s just impossible 
and who would want to? 
She is something left over 
from Botticelli’s most erotic dream, 
the one he kept to himself.
Long ringlets and cheap hoop earrings 
swing beside her delicate face.
Her jeans are ripped across the thighs, like 
she has outskated something dangerous. 
Our little solar system is crowded 
but we still turn
to face her light and heat 
each time she orbits.
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Joy Manesiotis

Study: 2

To take me in your arms and be held, dark madonna, that large black bird
gliding over, no wingflap, just the ability to see clearly.

To stake a heart on only moonlight, substantial as light or air, a wave of particles.
The shadow sliding over. Missed! Nothing

to lean on, the need only
to move the body’s weight through air. The rain
shirring against red dirt.
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[The voice was a gift, spurring me on, and perhaps I knew it—]

The voice was a gift, spurring me on, and perhaps I knew it—

or not—but I listened as the wire hummed and syllables

conjured shapes in the air. The silhouette of a voice inside me answered,

bidding me follow, but I hung back, the laundry snapping clean and bright

on the line coalescing in me, the sun’s bright purchase on the day

slanting in sheets across my mind. I will be willed—the ache in my right hip

flaring just then—the meadow bright inside my chest

rife with magenta and citrine: loosestrife, wild mustard.
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Patty Seyburn

Yodeling 101

In the Swiss valley of Muotathal (canton of Schwyz), 
you can still hear the Naturjodel (melody without words) 

sung with its F natural lying between F and F sharp 
and imagine yourself in ancient times, before language 

was made to serve your purposes and you found 
a single note that then moved from chest to head 

and back, echo of joy (jauchzer), attempt at the bird’s call (lockrub)
or desire to express the flux of everything, departure 

and return, before the words for stay and go were formed 
with those same long vowels, avowed to lingering 

and no sound reason to resolve.
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If You Tour the Wind Farm

Ask to see the west wind 
 (verse’s pet)
and the old guard, Boreas – 

in human form, he sired 
 twelve colts 
that galloped over fields 

of wheat without bending 
 the pale
heads of the wheat. 

In a grand, gilded cage
 are the winds 
of scripture that brought 

quails from the sea, assuaged 
 the waters, 
smote Job’s children – they 

aspire to lost grandeur 
 and must
not be taken lightly.
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Two Portraits of Sex

Retrograde

1. 
When the realtor unlocked the door, a cataract 
of light. Unlike Vermeer’s glow or Seurat’s shadow, 
unlike Bellini’s Agony in the Garden. 

(Egg tempera 
on wood.) 

A deep, wide landscape encloses the figures, making 
the scene as much a part of the drama 
as the characters. 

(Before models 
owned restaurants.)  

I had no drapery or shades and from my third 
floor could see the rectory across 
8th Avenue. We kept it dark 

not out of respect. 
I admired

my police lock: a heavy-duty round steel rod 
that ran diagonally from a slot above 
the door knob to a hole drilled into the floor. 

Invincibility is key. 

2.
I dropped a bathroom scale 
on a giant roach and fled 
on the L Train (Canarsie Line) to Williamsburg.

You thought Christina
Rossetti was hot.

Tin ceilings popular a century ago, meant to evoke 
(a more civilized time)
the ornate plaster of Victorian manses,
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squares and rectangles 
stamped with patterns 

using steel dies. I knew them 
by heart. Your mother told you 
what we would do 
would make you mine. 
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I am Delightful

Trying to divine the animals clouds want to be 
is a worthwhile endeavor on days when the road
seems wide and swervy, 
the myth of forever, driven by a posse 
of the possible, wearing fetching
hats: cloche, fez, panama, pork pie, derby.

The nebulae did not cooperate, a vast clump
resembling Courbet’s  “Nude Reclining by the Sea,”
a figure lounging 
near ruffled waters, provocatively (nudes can be) 
juxtaposed against a sky utterly  
detached from her and scumbled by trouble.

The painting once landed in Goring’s possession, 
filched from the Rosenberg collection in Bordeaux, 
then found its way to 
Philadelphia’s museum, where it seems content
to repose. Prone to fracture and fragment,
unable to say, I know what I know,

ordinarily confused as to which way is up, 
I prefer Duchamp’s, “Nude Descending a Staircase” –
Such an eruption!
Called “an explosion in a shingle factory,”
inciting outrage at the Armory –
who knew cones and cylinders could cause such harm?

This geometric lass also chose to lodge in Philly.
Though descending, not reclining, no longer loathed.
You’ve got to hand it
to the nudes there – they have really lived! I was told 
that a brief conversation with me was 
delightful, though head to toe, I was clothed.
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Tricks

The killdeer we heard near Gourdneck Lake displayed a broken 
wing, limping along in a distressed fashion and so distanced me 
from its camouflaged eggs that resembled pebbles I tried to skip 
unsuccessfully, their descent into the water the hollow plunk of 
disappointment. Kil-dee, Kil-dee, jeered the bird, stay away from my 
progeny. I watch three children in the pool. When I see two heads 
I count one Mississippi and the third pops up. Nota bene, says my 
conscience. Had I lived in England in the 1500s, who would have 
tied a string on the wrist of my corpse, fed the string up through 
the ground and attached a bell? Who would have listened in case I 
was buried alive (bloodletting gone wrong, my hedge witch out of 
town) awoke, and rang it? My daughter pointed to a squirrel 
carrying a piece of crusty bread one-fifth the size of its head up a 
slim, diagonal tree trunk with just enough leaves to provide cover 
from crows. The squirrel gnawed its movable feast. So cute, said 
my daughter, and a few seconds later, not cute when it bites you. A 
child can read your mind. Mimic, without intention. Save a 
marriage, provide unconditional love. We heard a joke that she 
could not have understood, about parrying with death in a fencing 
match, but she laughed. Watching death play chess, when the 
deaf-mute girl breaks her silence, “It is finished,” I am relieved. 
Enough symbols. Never reveal your strategy to a priest. Before I 
figured out what the bird was doing, the precocial babies, which 
hatch with their eyes open, were safely away.
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Work Force, Mixed Media, 24” X 36”, by Lori Wolf Grillias
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Patty Seyburn’s fourth collection of poems, Perfecta, was published by What Books Press in fall of 2014. Her 
third book, Hilarity, won the Green Rose Prize given by New Issues Press (Western Michigan University, 2009). 
Her two previous books of poems are Mechanical Cluster (Ohio State University Press, 2002) and Diasporadic 
(Helicon Nine Editions, 1998), which won the 1997 Marianne Moore Poetry Prize and the American Library As-
sociation’s Notable Book Award for 2000. Her work has appeared in numerous anthologies, most recently The 
Bloomsbury Anthology of Contemporary Jewish American Poetry, Poetry in Michigan/Michigan in Poetry, and 
Irresistible Sonnets, and is forthcoming in the new anthology of Southern California poets, Wide Awake: Poets 
of Los Angeles and Beyond, published by The Pacific Coast Poetry Series, an imprint of Beyond Baroque Books. 

AQ editor, Lauren Henley, is honored to share the following conversation, which took place during the months of 
November and December of 2014. What a stellar way to bring in the New Year! 

LH: Your latest poetry collection, Perfecta, was released earlier this year. Do you feel a sense of relief after a book 
comes out? Excitement/terror for what’s next? Are you working on any particular projects right now? 

PS: When I have a new book out, I feel some combination of delight, wonder, and dread. That’s a strange stew. 
The first makes sense: hooray for me and my work. The second speaks to my gratitude that someone wants to read 
my work who is not related to me by blood or marriage. The dread? Exposure. What if it’s not what I thought. 
What if no one gets it. What if no one wants it. What if it’s a big Peggy Lee “is that all there is?” moment. What 
if each time I read, someone leaves halfway through, having bought a self-help book.

The Vagaries of Free Will: 

an Interview with Patty Seyburn

              Perfecta is no different. I am happy to have it out of my hair, while recognizing the obligation to begin 
again. That obligation is not scary for me, because I always have several projects in the hopper (going to have to 
find out where that phrase comes from). Last spring, on sabbatical, I started an odd sort of poem-novel. It’s set 
in Detroit, where I’m from and my family still lives. In short, it takes on issues related to the miraculous, circles, 
rain, race, the auto industry, anti-Semitism, generations, the Purple Gang, the Holocaust, the Golem, and fixing 
things. It is currently a hot mess, but the best grad student in the world (came I name her? Lindsay? I’m going to 
be sending her presents for a decade) read through it with 15 different colors and shapes of post-it notes and has 
me convinced that there is something there, so I’m excited to return to it between semesters. 
              I also have a manuscript that deals largely with the language of numbers, called Deuce, that I’m shop-
ping around, a manuscript concerned with mortality and family, Threshold Delivery, that I’m shopping around 
(‘tis the season), and a manuscript of formal poems, Hourglass Figure, that I’m still working on. Whenever I 
think it’s done, a poem stands up straighter and reveals its bad hair. 
              I have two poems about Tom & Jerry and want to write a whole book about them. I’m working on a 
series related to the odd things created before twilight on the final day of creation – including the mouth of the 
well and the mouth of the ass – this according to a book of Jewish wisdom called Pirke Avot (Sayings of the 
Fathers) – and I have about half of those done. Those are very, very slow going. They take research and more of 
what one of my professors called “work away from the page” than I could have imagined. 
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I’m not sure why, but they are making me work hard for it. They all do, in one way or another. 
              It’s a full plate. It’s a platter. An industrious Lazy Susan. Sometimes a tureen. Though I’ve always said 
that I get my best writing done when I’m not doing something that I promised someone else I would do. 

LH: Speaking of a full plate—this leads me to my next question. Along with Judith Taylor, you edit for the online 
literary journal, POOL. Can you tell us a little about how POOL came to be? What can readers expect from an is-
sue of POOL? I love saying POOL over and over again. I can see why it is a great name for a journal. Also, what 
are some of the challenges that poets-as-editors face that perhaps non-poets do not? 

PS: Judith co-founded POOL with two other LA-based poets, Gretchen Maddox and Amy Newlove Schroeder, 
and I came on a few years later as co-editor with Judith. We made the move from print to on-line two years ago, 
because at this point, it’s Judith and me and our designer, Chris Lukather, and print distribution is a pain. Our 
aesthetic is idiosyncratic and dynamic, which is to say, a little off, unpredictable, and what we liked last year we 
might not like this year. We get tired of things. We are not fashionable. We bore easily. That’s not to say we don’t 
like to work at a poem – in fact, we prefer it. But we refuse to publish the same poems, year to year, or to suc-
cumb to flavor-of-the-month notions. We are kind of ornery. We are dear friends, and feel free to disagree with 
one another, though it doesn’t happen often. I might say to Judith, hey, I really like this poem, let me read it to you 
over the phone. And while reading it, I will realize that it’s not so strong, or not right for us. Not POOLish. I like 
saying it, too. So our editing process is fun for us, and we only read submissions during January. We are like the 
Hayley’s Comet of poetry journals – sort of. We do happen more frequently. 
              There is some consistency to what we like, and what we don’t like. We like poems that manage to convey 
what they need to say without taking themselves too seriously. We like wit, and language that sounds fabulous. 
We like getting the sense that the poet took pleasure in writing the poem. We like being surprised. We don’t like 
being attacked. We don’t like preaching. Though I like poems in inherited forms, they make Judith squeamish, so 
we stay away from them. It is unlikely that we will publish straightforward narratives. We like poets taking risks. 
We don’t like misogyny or poems that take juvenile pride in defiance or shock value. We are a little too jaded for 
shock. We probably have trouble digesting utter sincerity, though we are not opposed to emotion. We like learning 
something from a poem – when the poem is smart. Then we feel smart. We like a poem with some style, some joie 
de vivre, or joie de something. See? It’s very clear. 
              As for being a poet-as-editor – it has not been too great a challenge. There are poets out there who know 
me more as an editor, since they read journals more than current poetry books. I can live with that. As a poet, I 
make certain choices in my own work that probably do affect what I want for POOL. I am uninterested in utter 
opacity, and that’s certainly something I don’t advocate, either for myself or the poets I publish. My own aesthetic 
overlaps a little with that of POOL, a la Venn diagram, but they are largely discrete. POOL poems are generally 
weirder than mine, and I learn from them. Sometimes I think they can learn from me, but that’s not the relation-
ship. I just like putting other good work out into the poetry world, whether or not I would have written it.  

LH: I’m interested to get your take on the use of humor in poems. In Perfecta, the humorous is interwoven with 
the quite serious, often rendering a complex, almost sorrowful, critique of the everyday and of the narrator’s per-
sonal flaws. I think of the poems, “Circus” and “Cul-de-sac” in particular. Let me share these lines from “Circus”: 

 “I hate magicians. And like all sensible people, mimes.
In a brief, desperate time, I dated

a professional funnyman.
A clown of sorts.

My relationship with humor has become quite strained. 
I can barely stand wit.”
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For all of the lectures, workshops, and residencies I have attended, I don’t think I’ve ever heard a poet give a talk 
about the ways in which humor can function in poetry. Is this something you speak to young writers about? Can 
humor reveal the darker truths about a subject? 

PS: I have actually given numerous talks about humor in poetry, the first being at AWP where I chaired a panel 
on the topic. We tried hard, but did not manage to say much more than: this is funny, right? I tried to analyze hu-
mor from a sociological, linguistic and mildly anthropological (if one can do so mildly) perspective, and realized 
that I would need more years of life to do the subject justice. I asked a friend of mine who is a comedy writer for 
advice; he teaches at The New School and shows a lot of film and TV clips, which is a tempting way to approach 
the subject, as well. I still don’t think I’ve reached any great conclusions, other than when I read a book that is 
entirely and deadly serious, I am generally unimpressed. It is not difficult to be serious. It comes all too naturally, 
since life is full of loss, pain and despair. Of course, I sound like I am kidding, but am not. And though for some 
people it may seem not difficult to be funny, what drives that deceptive ease is usually the sense of being on the 
outside looking in. You don’t find too many hot, smart, sweet and kind people who are very funny. They may be 
good at being on the receiving end of jokes, but they are not often the deliverer. I don’t know why this is. Too easy 
to say – well, they never had to be funny, they never felt like an outsider. But no one “must” be funny. It is simply 
one release valve, one vehicle, one survival mechanism. Being funny, in person or in a poem, comes from having 
a slightly distorted lens on the world – one that makes what others think more important, and diminishes the self, 
or the speaker. I don’t mind self-diminishment. I think self-esteem is overrated. I want my students to laugh at my 
jokes, in part because at other times I am haranguing them about what they do wrong. 
              Poets who are deeply concerned about the state of their selfhood, and even the survival of that self – and 
I include among those Sylvia Plath, Louise Gluck – aren’t usually much of a yukfest in their work. I admire them 
terribly, but don’t want to be them, needless to say. I don’t think too much about the self, and remain unclear on 
what it is, exactly. I think my coping strategies work alright for me. I’m still here, as Sondheim wrote for Elaine 
Stritch. (I just saw him in an evening with the original cast of “Into the Woods.” His lyrics are so funny – and 
devastating in their wisdom and candor.) There’s also an element of the cultural inheritance, which is to say, being 
a Jew (which I am) might give one a leg up in the humor department, though, believe me, I have met some deeply 
unfunny Jews, as well. It’s no guarantee. 
              I’m sure that what has made me laugh, since childhood, has informed my poems. I can watch Woody 
Allen’s “Love and Death” over and over; Lucy and Ethel stuffing chocolate in their mouths; Bob Newhart, Jack 
Benny, Carol Burnett, Steve Martin (Have you seen those Pink Panthers movies? Funny.), Rob Reiner. Wallace 
Shawn in “The Princess Bride.” Mandy Patinkin, same movie: “I don’t think that word means what you think it 
means.” A certain wryness characterizes much of what I enjoy in life. Even my kids are kind of wry. One might 
think that comes with age, but they are a testament to otherwise. Early on, it can be taught, though by the time I 
see college students, they are either funny, or not. I don’t think you can teach timing. It’s like rhythm – can that be 
taught? I suppose music teachers would know better. I have pounded iambic pentameter into hundreds of students, 
but whether or not it took, once outside of my ken – I’ll never know. As with many aspects of life – if you try too 
hard, it falls flat. I think that some of my young poets think it’s potentially unbecoming, unserious, to be funny 
in poems. I think my poems are often woefully serious, but en route to that realization, there’s some amusement. 
Maybe a D-ride (old Disneyland reference). I suppose the classic take on humor in poetry is that being funny 
serves as an evasion or a distraction from the bleak truths, and that poetry helps the poet and reader approach, 
access, and navigate these inevitabilities – tragedies, misfortunes, injustice, and just utter randomness. Perhaps 
all of those verbs apply to me, but I simply don’t know any other way to view the world. I suppose I’m in the if-I-
didn’t-laugh-I’d-cry school. I am a huge sap. I cry at beer commercials. I cry at almost any display of sheer effort. 
But give me a good reason to laugh, and I will do that, freely. 
              I don’t know any jokes. I can’t tell jokes. But I’m kind of funny at parties, and about equally so in poems. 
The humor that exists within my poems amuses me, and if it amuses a reader, that’s icing. Humor is so personal. 
Please understand – I am endlessly taken by the words “cruller” and “aardvark.” Those two “a’s” just kill me.
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LH: I love what you said about the correlation between being an outsider and having the ability to make humor 
seem deceptively easy. Do you see the narrators of the poems in Perfecta as outsiders looking in? I think particu-
larly of “House Brand” and “Stick and Stones.” In “House Brand”, I sort of get the feeling that the narrator is the 
leader of the outsiders (no affiliation to Pony Boy Curtis of The Outsiders):

“I meant to fit it.

It backfired.

I have a lot of dinner parties and try to invite people
not like me, not like each other.

No one has a very good time, but no one leaves early,
out of fear they will be the subject of chortling.”

PS: I can’t help but think of the famous quote from Russian poet Marina Tsvetaeva: “All poets are Jews.” Actu-
ally, the obvious translation is “All poets are Yids,” which is a much more insulting term, and sometimes the 
translation is even more insulting than that.  What she meant, more or less, is that all poets are outsiders. So that 
my narrators feel like they exist on the fringe, or come across that way, means they exist, somehow, in the main-
stream of poets and our creations. That’s a backfire. 

Most poets perceive themselves as exceptional – which is to say, not absolutely fabulous (though there are those), 
but exceptions to the rule. The rule being: striving for happiness, contentment. Though if you are happier being 
discontent…how does that work? Sometimes I think when poets feel marginalized, it’s because they began with 
too grand an idea of what it means to be a poet. I was not raised to be grand. I just feel lucky, every day – hon-
estly, every single day – to have some idea of what makes a good poem, and to be able to pursue that idea.

Sometimes people will ask me what it’s like to be a poet living in Orange County. Wouldn’t I be happier, I don’t 
know, on the West Side, or in the West Village? In Portland, or Paris? Well, I have lived in the West Village. It 
was great. But my existence there was no more poetic – in fact, less – than where I live now. Then, I worked for a 
lighting magazine, pretending I understood how Fresnels worked. Now I write poems and teach poems. Would 
it be better for me, as an artist, to be surrounded by people who think the way I do? For that matter, who and 
where are those people, where are they hiding, and how do I think? It seems to change even as I pin it down. It 
sounds, um, “pleasant,” to be steeped in like-minded souls but I don’t think it’s good for the poet’s soul and to 
be honest, it sounds pretty boring, which is why my narrator invites people not like her, not like each other. I’d 
rather bring people together who seem to have nothing for one another and discover that their “contrariety” 
(borrowing a dollop of Blake) creates some sort of progress. 

I think we are living in challenging and weird political times. We have desensitized language and become ex-
tremely sensitive. The former is an unpoetic trend and the latter is an utterly poetic condition. Sympathy is not 
enough and empathy seems impossible. One can no longer say: yes, I understand how you’re feeling, without be-
ing told, emphatically, no, you can’t. The humorist in me wants to say: I understand that I can’t understand how 
you’re feeling, but I’d probably get punched. I’d probably punch myself. …. It all comes back to Who’s on First.

And by the way, yesterday my teenage daughter said to me: do you realize that everyone in The Outsiders was re-
ally hot? Yes, I told her, I’m aware of that.
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LH: Every collection of poetry has its obsessions. What are some of the obsessions in Perfecta? 

PS:  I think the obsessions (and they are a great deal more intense than “concerns,” a word I often use with my 
students) that show up in Perfecta are time, chance, and amelioration. To be more specific: the passage of time and 
the relative nature of time, of course, how to stop time and frustration with the inability to do so, how seemingly 
random choices determine so much of our course in life, and how the process of becoming a better person is, at 
best, a switchback path and at worst, a process of taking one step forward and two steps back. I am also fascinated 
by chance. I went through a John Cage phase when I was intrigued by chance music, though I found it hard to 
access, but I love the idea of allowing the fates to take over, along with the vagaries of free will. One of my best 
friends wrote a movie titled “Destiny Turns On the radio.” I love that. I have been obsessed by free will for four 
books, now. I have a free will poem in every book. I don’t see that one ending. The idea of agency intrigues and 
perplexes me. Am I really in charge?  
              I am not a gambler, but I love the language of cards and the racetrack. I am always on the lookout for 
signs – little clues when the world is pointing me in a certain direction. I look for those clues, or perhaps, cues (but 
who/Who is giving them?) in my own poems, and when I am “well-tuned,” they find me/I find them. I find Las 
Vegas one of the saddest places on earth – people throwing away their hard-earned money, thinking that they have 
the knack – but I do understand that way of thinking, when you’re pretty sure it’s going your way, all evidence to 
the contrary. I’m sure it has something to do with faith, and the mystical aspects thereof. The mystical tradition in 
Judaism has served as fecund subject-matter for me, and continues to do so. I subscribe to the idea of belief often 
more than belief, itself. I would like the knack. 
              As for my last obsession – amelioration – self-improvement – for years I thought that being a poet was 
the road to becoming a better person. I also thought that of being a parent. Even as I write this, I feel naïve and 
potentially stupid for admitting this. I do think these are life choices, elections that can teach you how to be a bet-
ter person. But you don’t have to take the class or do the homework, and without doing so, writing and parenting 
will leave you as imperfect as before, or worse, thinking that you’ve changed when you haven’t. That sounds 
more cynical than I am. I have the veneer of cynicism, but I think the balance of that with hope, which I am in 
love with, emerges in my work, and paints a truer picture of how I see the world.
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The Loon and the Shaman, watercolor, “36 X 72” X 2”, by Lori Wolf Grillias
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